Not Fade Away       Buddy Holly

Hear this song at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHocJSlcuSA (play along in this key)
From: Richard G’s Ukulele Songbook   www.scorpexuke.com

Text in italics – play scratchy strum with chords muted by left hand.

[E7] [A] [E7] [E7] [A] [E7]

[E7] I'm a gonna tell you how it's going to [A] be


[A] [D] [A] [A] bop [D] bop [A] bop bop


[A] [D] [A] [A] bop [D] bop [A] bop bop


[E7] I'm a gonna tell you how it's going to [A] be
